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Fontos tudnivalók 

  

 Az utasításokat pontosan kell követni.  

 Csak az utasításban megadott helyre beírt megoldás fogadható el. 

 Szótár nem használható. 

 Minden kérdésre csak egy helyes válasz adható. 

 Csak az olvasható írás értékelhető. 

 Az aláhúzott, üresen hagyott helyekre vagy üres, nem besatírozott négyzetekbe kell 

beírni a válaszokat. 

 Javítani lehet, de csak egyértelmű megoldások fogadhatók el.  

 A megadott szószámot nem szabad túllépni. Az összevont alakok egy szónak 

számítanak (pl. “it’s” egy szó, “it is” két szó). 
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Task 1 

Read the text here below about home cooking. Some words are missing. Choose the best option 

(A, B, C or D) for each gap (1-8). Only ONE option is correct. Write your answers in the boxes 

after the text. There is an example (0) at the beginning. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Bestselling food writer Mark Bittman _ (0)_ the case that eating at home is good for your 

health, good for your family and, with the right approach, far __1__ than you think. 

 

Just two generations ago, preparing meals was as much a part of life as eating. Now we’ve 

__2__ what is perhaps our best excuse to get together and spend time with the people we love 

− mealtime.  

The love of food is everywhere. There are cooking __3__ and celebrity chefs with TV shows, 

and the media are stuffed with an endless flow of blogs, demos and reviews. So why do so 

many of us still eat tons of processed food, the stuff that is correctly __4__ junk and should 

really carry warning labels? 

It’s not because fresh __5__ are hard to come by. Supermarkets offer more variety than ever. 

Nor is it for the lack of information. There are __6__ of recipes, how-to videos and cooking 

classes available to anyone who has a computer, smartphone or television. If anything, the 

amount of information is enormous. 

And yet we aren’t cooking. We are either eating out or ordering in, and we don’t sit down or 

we do, but we hurry. 

__7__ preparing − and consuming − food be a source of comfort, pride, health, well-being, 

relaxation, sociability? And I’m __8__ about simple, easy, everyday meals. We need to teach 

people to cook food that’s good enough to share with family, friends and, if you must, on 

Instagram. Because not cooking is a big mistake — and it’s one that’s costing us money, good 

times, control, peace and, yes, vastly better health. 

 

Adapted from: http://time.com/the-truth-about-home-cooking 
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0 A makes B does C carries D brings 

1 A easy B more easy C easier D more easier 

2 A given off B given up C given over D given in 

3 A runs B races C competitions D tournaments 

4 A call B calling C called D been called 

5 A parts B spare parts C goods D ingredients 

6 A many B much C lot D plenty 

7 A Shouldn’t B Haven’t C Isn’t D Aren’t 

8 A saying B talking C telling D warning 

 

 

 

Write your answers here:  
 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

A         

         

 

 

 

 8 pont 
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Task 2  

Read the text about Walt Disney. Some words are missing. Choose the best word from the 

list for each gap (9-16).  Use only ONE word for each space.  There are TWO extra words 

which you do not need to use.  Write your answers in the boxes after the text. There is an 

example (0) at the beginning. 
 

Did you know that....  

 

 

 

Walt Disney was anti facial hair. Well, with one exception. It took __0__ 60 years, but, as of 

this year, employees at Walt Disney’s two U.S. theme parks can __9__ show up at work with 

a stylish beard or goatee (but only __10__ they are “neat, polished and professional” 

according to the official memo). However, at Disneyland in the 50s and 60s, even 

guests__11__ facial hair, not to mention long-haired hippies, __12__ turned away because 

they unfortunately failed to meet the standards of Disneyland’s __13__ code. Even Jim 

McGuinn, the future frontman of The Byrds, was once refused to enter for __14__ a 

provocative Beatle cut. The company eventually changed this policy, and allowed all hairy 

visitors to enjoy “The Happiest Place on Earth”. Now, the funny __15__ standard: Think of 

any picture of Walt Disney that you __16__ ever seen. What exists in almost all of them? A 

moustache. 

http://www.biography.com/news/walt-disney-biography 

 

almost double dress finally have 

having if often was were with 

 

Write your answers here: 

0 almost  11   14   

9   12   15   

10   13   16   

 

 

 

 

  
8 pont 

 

http://www.biography.com/news/walt-disney-biography-facts-video
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Task 3  
 

Read a blog about New Year’s Resolutions. Choose the most suitable and grammatically 
correct form of the words in brackets (17-22). Write your answers in the chart below. There 
is an example (0) at the beginning (0). 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Posted on January 15, 2015 by nao 

Lacking New Year motivation?  

There is always some science to explain it!  

I recently wrote a post about my aims and goals for 2015, and beside my laptop there is a serious 

plan of __0 (act)__ for me for the upcoming year. The house is quiet and peaceful; sun is shining 

through the window. No __17 (distract)__ , no excuses, I am ready and prepared for action….. 

Right? WRONG! 

I am lacking some very important factors…. energy, __18 (create)__ and motivation! 

In fact I am standing on the peak of __19 (disappoint)__ and __20 (fail)__. It is half way through 

the second week “back to work/school/life” after Christmas and I am pretty sure I am not alone. 

Before I give up on myself and my abilities, tear the plans and burn the diaries, I have decided 

on a __21 (differ)__ approach. 

I will arm myself with __22 (know)__, because understanding why I feel like this will help me 

to accept it and help me to pass through it, so I won’t end up “throwing the baby out with the 

bath water”. 

http://sciencewows.ie/blog/lacking-new-near-motivation 

Write your answers here: 

0 action     

17   20   

18   21   

19   22   

 

 

 

This is the end of this part of the exam. 

 

 

6 pont 
 

http://sciencewows.ie/blog/lacking-new-near-motivation-always-science-explain/
http://sciencewows.ie/blog/author/nao/
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